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The Fund’s investment objective is to pursue long-term attractive risk-adjusted returns. The Fund will 
seek to achieve its investment objective principally by investing in:

• To invest in Private Investment in Public Equity (PIPE) opportunities in companies;

• Direct investments in pre-IPO small and mid-cap companies and businesses (“Portfolio Companies”)
with high growth Secondary stakes potential that are in need of expansion capital;

.• Secondary stakes in private equity and venture capital funds by purchasing preexisting investor
commitments, that is, limited partners (LPs) seeking to exit primary private equity funds before they
are fully liquidated.

Objectives of the Fund
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The Fund’s venture capital investments will typically target newer Portfolio Companies, often emerging

companies, with higher growth potential and risk to leverage the benefit of the Fund’s management team

and the Manager’s Asian-market expertise in particular.

For primary investments, the initial screening is based on initial quantitative research and an introductory

meetings by the Manager with the respective Portfolio Company. The initial screening process also

incorporates the results of both bottom-up and top-down analyses; the bottom-up investment process

seeks to identify opportunities with the greatest potential to deliver superior performance within a given

market and includes set of investment criteria designed to assess the likelihood of a manager generating

. superior returns in the future. Top-down analysis seeks to identify themes relevant to portfolio

construction, such as key sectors, stages, and strategies, and includes consideration of macroeconomic

outlook; strength of financial markets, in particular the strength and depth of the IPO markets; merger

and acquisitions activity; regulatory and political environment and deal flow in the underlying private

equity market and market of potential private equity targets.

Strategy of the Fund
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Our Differentiator

Proprietary deal sourcing and  
exclusive access to opportunities

Active banking player with over 25+  
transactions closed per year

Extensive domain knowledge,  
product expertise, industry foresight  
& the ability to execute on market  
trends

Global entrepreneurial experience of 
management team to identify  
capable sponsors

Impeccable investment record

Strategic investment by adding  
value through unique founding  
team’s experience & partnerships

01|ARC UNIFY Fund |Our Differentiator
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NAME ARC UNIFY Fund

FROM A Fund established in BVI

INVESTMENT STAGE Selective Opportunities

SECTOR PREFERENCE Agnostic (US & Asia)

FUND SIZE $30 Million (Open ended)

TERM Open Ended

SET UP FEE 5%

STRUCTURING FEE 3.5% of the Subscription Amount

FUND STRUCTURE, SERVICE PROVIDER • Approved Fund as authorized by the Financial Services Commission (FSC) of the British Virgin Islands (BVI).
• Ogier LLP acting as counsel
• Funds held at CitiBank

MANAGEMENT FEE, CARRIED INTEREST Management fee (on committed capital): 2%p/year
Carried Interest on Appreciation of NAV
• Less than 12% - 0%
• 12%-25% - 20%
• 26%-100% - 30%
• Above 100% - 35%
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2021Private Market Summary
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959

Total Unicorns Up 
69%YoY.

The global unicorn count hit
959 in 2021 – up 69% from
2020 – with the year seeing a
staggering 517 unicorn births.
The increase was driven
primarily by rapidly rising
valuations at late-stage deals.

Today, there are 44 startups
with decacorn ($10B+)
valuations

$621B 1,556

Global Financing Global  
Record Year.

Global Venture Funding
reached a record $621B in
2021, more than double the
2020 mark of $294B. Q4’21
closed the year with an all-
time high of $176B in funding
– the 6th straight quarter of
growth.

All regions saw record
funding, signaling the
globalization of innovation

capital. The US was by far the
leading region for total dollars,
followed by Asia, Europe and
LatAm.

mega-
rounds in 2021.

The number of $100M+ mega-
rounds crossed the 1,000 barrier
for the first time in 2021,
shattering last year’s record of
630.

Mega-rounds only made-up~5%
of global deals but accounted
for 59%of total funding dollars.
This comes as fierce
competition among VCs, PE
firms, and other investors is
driving up round mounts.

$311B

Raised in the US –
half the global total.

Annual US venture funding 
doubled to hit a record high of
$311B in 2021, accounting for 
half the global total.

The US also saw a record high
for yearly deals at 12,281. Early-
stage deals were a key driver,
accounting for 55% of total
deals and signaling an even
more robust US venture
market in 2022.

36%

Asia deal share 
#1Region.

Asia is now the top region for
global deals in 2021, with
36% deal share.

Asia’s 12,485 deals surpassed
US deal count for the first
time in 7 years of tracking.
Deals to China-based startups
accounted for over half of
Asia’s total.

Asia also saw a record year for
funding dollars at $176B,
growing 89%YoY.
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10,000 mark for the first time 
in 2021 – increasing 58%
compared to 2020.

M&As have gone up the last 6
straight quarters, leading to a
record high 2,938 in Q4’21.

than 2X in 2021 to hit $1.6B,
crushing the median IPO
valuation of $547M.

The number of completed
SPACs grew 247% in 2021, as
SPACs have become an
attractive alternative for
going public at a quicker
pace.

21%of all venture dollars.

Fintech funding is up
169%  compared to

2020’s $49B.
1 in every 4 unicorns is fintech –
the most by far of any industry.

Fintechs also saw the highest
proportion of early-stage deals of
any industry, indicating that the
sector is ripe for explosion in 2022
and beyond.

backing 238investor, 
companies.

10,792 $1.6B 21% 328 $105B

Global M&A exits. 
58% growth.

SPAC median exit 
valuation.

$1out of every $5 
goes to fintech

Tiger-funded cos.  
Top investor.

Silicon Valley 
funding. #1 Metro

Global mergers and The median valuation for Fintech startups raised $132B in Tiger Global Management took Silicon Valley, including San

acquisitions crossed the SPAC exits jumped more funding in 2021 accounting for the crown as 2021’s top Francisco, is still by far  the

Tiger backed 107 companies in
Q4’21 – the highest count of
any investor in any quarter of
2021.

SOSV was not too far behind,
backing 314 companies over
the course of the year, followed
by Sequoia Capital China at
276.

tech capital of the US.

Startups here raised $105B in
funding in 2021, doubling
2020’s total of $52B.

New York took the #2 spot at
$55B in funding, growing
threefold from last year’s $18B.
For every $2 invested in
Silicon Valley, $1 now goes to
New York.
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US
$92.8B

3,187 deals

Source:CB Insights
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Canada
$2.4B

188 deals

LatAm
$4.0B

247 deals

Europe
$22.1B

1,841deals

Asia
$52.6B

3,297 deals

All other  
regions

$2.5B
317 deals

02 |Private Market & Pre-IPO Opportunities |2021Private Market Summary
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STATE OF VENTURE |Global Trends |Investment Trends

Global Regional Comparison Q4’21

$92.8B - 3,187 deals.
$52.6B - 3,297 deals.

$22.1B - 1,841deals.

$4.0B - 247 deals.
$2.5B - 317deals.
$2.4B - 188deals.

Source:CB Insights
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The Fund will invest in funds in form of primary capital in 
top asset class across sector.

The secondary investment would be in form of  
secondaries with a exit period of less than 12 months. 
Global secondaries transaction volume was $132Billion in 
2021, representing a 120 percent increase over last year 
and a 50 percent increase on the $88 Billion seen in  
previous record year 2019.

GP-led deals accounted for 52 percent of deals by volume
–the second consecutive years they have outstripped LP 
portfolio sales –and rose 94 percent compared with 2020. 
More than 100 GP-led processes came to market in 2021, 
with continuation funds comprising 84 percent by 
volume.

15
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Thesis & Focus for Investment
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GP-led secondary processes accounted for 60% of total 
transaction volume, followed by LP transactions 
undertaken by pensions and financial institutions,  
representing 19% and 9%,respectively.For sellers of  
traditional LP portfolios, many pensions, endowments 
and foundations have a June 30 fiscal year-end and  
sought to close transactions in 1H2020 prior to their fiscal 
year-ends.

Recent private equity gains in some cases enabled LPs to 
sell larger discount portfolios (i.e.,tail-end,emerging  
markets, etc.), as these gains were used to offset realized 
losses from selling at a discount. Fund-of-funds were 
active sellers (7%of total volume),and along with regular-
way vehicle wind-down /opportunistic sales, these groups 
found alternative methods to provide liquidity to their 
LPs via GP-led tender offers and continuation fund 
transactions.

16
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_
Abraham Cinta

• Experience in public listings and  

acquisition transactions

• Founder and CEO of ARC Group

• In 2021 alone, successfully raised over

$1BN in SPAC transactions and advised

over 20 different SPAC deals

_

_

Our Team

Carlos  
Lopez

Jesus 
Hoyos

Sergio 
Camarero

Javier  
Tora

Crystal  
Zhang
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_

Chittransh Verma

• A seasoned and experience professional in

investing, investment banking and private

market transactions in excess of $600M

• Extensive experience as Fund Manager

• Earlier in his career he has worked for

Abuissa Family office ,Bosch & Birla’s.

_
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Investment Performance

Series 2 (Rajashree
Venkatraman)

Initial Current

Capital Invested $100,000

Unrealized Gain (Loss) $244,180.62

NAV per Share $1,000 $2,441.81

Investments 2 6

Fund successfully placed 2 investments in the past quarter; Global
Consumer & Data Knights Acquisition Corp. at $2.0 and $1.0 respectively.

Investments, as of September 30th, 2022, have been recognized at a fair 
value of $9.16 for Global Consumer and $8.30 for Data Knights.

LP’s have seen an increase in their NAV per share from an initial $1,000 to
$2,441.81 a 144.18%increase net of management fees.

As of September 30th, 2022, the fud evaluated over 20 different
opportunities and continues to search for quality opportunities for
deployment, as well as exploring SPAC deals outside the U.S. in exchanges
like Canada,the UK,or Singapore.

Current Portfolio

7
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Contact Us

HQ: 1118 Yan´an Xi road,Suite 2605  

Shanghai,China

+86 216266 5010

www.arc-group.com

19
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Disclosures

Qualified Investor Description Disclosure

This Fund is only raised from qualified investors. The Fund management team will conduct due diligence on the appropriateness of Fund investors through questionnaires and other means.

Accredited investor（“A/I”），including: (1) individuals with net assets exceeding S $2 million (or equivalent foreign currency) or financial net assets exceeding S $1 million (or equivalent foreign
currency) or income of not less than S $3 million (or equivalent foreign currency) in the last 12 months, (2) Corporate investors with net assets exceeding S $10 million, (3) when the trust trustee
stipulated by the regulatory agency acts in the name of its trustee, and (4) other subjects stipulated by the regulatory agency. If the property is the main residence of the investor, its value can only be
calculated according to the lower of: (1)the estimated fair market value of the house after deducting the outstanding amount of any credit line guaranteed by the residence, and (2)S $1million.

Institutional Investors（“I/I”），including the Government, Statutory boards of directors, entities owned by the central government for fund management, multilateral organizations, international
organizations and non-governmental organizations, commercial banks, licensed financial companies, licensed trust companies, entities holding capital market service licenses, exchanges and pension
funds or pooled investment plans, government wealth funds and central government, designated international institutions (e.g.: The International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, etc.), financial
institutions that are the basis of the financial market (e.g. The Stock Exchange), engage in financial services activities in other jurisdictions and are subject to the supervision of local regulators equivalent to
the Singapore Financial Regulatory Authority.

Collective Investment Scheme：(1) Its investment units are only subscribed by high-net-worth investors or institutional investors in Hong Kong, or both high net worth investors and institutional investors;
(2)Or issued outside Singapore, but only for subjects that meet the definition of high-net-worth investors or institutional investors according to local laws.

Closed-End Fund or Arrangement：(1) It exists in the form of entity or trust ;(2) According to the investment strategy of the plan, the investment is made to make the participants of the plan
benefit from the investment results of the plan; (3)The plan does not engage in any business other than investment business, does not engage in any activities other than subsidiary activities of investment
business, and meets one of the following conditions: (a) the investment strategy of the plan has been included in the documents provided to investors when they subscribe for the plan for the first time; (b)
the investment strategy of the plan is binding on each investor of the plan entity or trust; Or (c) the investment strategy of the plan specifies the investment target and scope, and does not violate the
provisions of relevant laws.

Limited Partnership composed only of high-net-worth investors and/or institutional investors (or investors belonging to the same grade according to local laws within overseas jurisdictions).
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Disclosures

Fund Risk Disclosure

Risk of Capital Loss
The Fund management team/Fund operation team manages and uses the Fund property in accordance with the principles of due diligence, honesty and trustworthiness, prudence and diligence, but
does not guarantee that the principal of subscribed funds in the Fund property will not be lost, nor does it guarantee a certain profit and a minimum income. This Fund is a high-risk investment variety and
is suitable for qualified investors with aggressive risk identification, assessment and bearing capacity.

Risk of Fund Operation
The risks arising from the management and use of the Fund property by the Fund management team/Fund operation team according to the Fund contract shall be borne by the Fund property and Fund
investors. Investors should fully know the relevant risks of investment and operation, and the risks should be borne by Fund investors themselves.

Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk refers to the risk that the assets invested by the Fund cannot be recovered in full and on time when they mature, resulting in failure to meet the needs of Fund investors for redemption at
maturity or other income distribution, thus bringing losses to Fund investors. In the case of insufficient liquidity in the market or the projects invested by the Fund, the Fund Management Team/Fund
Executive Affairs Team may not be able to realize in a short period of time and at low cost, thus adversely affecting the Fund's income. According to the actual investment operation, the Fund may end
ahead of schedule or be postponed, thus Fund investors may face risks such as the entrusted funds cannot withdraw on schedule.

Risk of Failure in Raising
The establishment of this Fund must comply with the provisions of relevant laws and regulations, and there may be a risk that this Fund cannot meet the establishment conditions and thus cannot be
established.

Tax Risk
The tax collection and management laws and regulations applicable to the Fund may change due to the adjustment of relevant tax policies in the place of registration, and the income of Fund investors
may also be affected due to the adjustment of relevant tax policies.

Other Risks
Including but not limited to legal and policy risks, risks of force majeure events such as natural disasters and plagues, technical risks, operational risks and geopolitical risks.
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Disclosures

Investment Risk Disclosure

Market Risk
Economic operation is cyclical. Macroeconomic operation and fluctuations in financial market interest rates may affect the Fund's property income, thus increasing the risk of Fund investment.

Legal and Policy Risks
Changes in national laws and regulations, adjustments in monetary, fiscal and industrial policies, and government adjustments in financial markets and regulatory policies may all affect the operating
conditions of the Fund's investment targets, thus affecting the safety and income of the Fund's property.

Fund Management and Operation Risks
In the process of Fund property management, the research level and investment management level of the Fund management team/Fund operation team directly affect the income level of the Fund
property. If the Fund management team/Fund operation team does not judge the economic situation accurately, obtains incomplete information and makes mistakes in investment operation, the income
level of the Fund property will be affected.

Credit Risk
The counterparty or partner of the Fund has defaulted on the transaction, resulting in the loss of the Fund's property.

Specific investment methods and specific risks that may be caused by specific investment objects invested by Fund assets:
(1)SPAC Investment Risk
The investment of the Fund is the responsibility of the Investment Decision-making Committee set up by the Fund's operation team. It will invest in a SPAC focusing on different regions of the world 
through SPV. There may be risks such as SPAC not being able to obtain listing registration or being required to dissolve and terminate due to failure to acquire the corresponding target on time.
(2)Profit distribution risk
If, due to any factors, the Fund fails to distribute profits to Fund investors and Fund managers in accordance with Fund contracts and other provisions, it may affect the return on investment of the Fund 
and may bring risks to Fund property.
(3)The duration of the Fund is expected to be 36 months, subject to the actual duration.
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Disclosures

Cross-Border Investment Risk Disclosure

Political Risks
Once the macro policies and social and economic environment of the countries or regions invested by the Fund change, it may lead to market fluctuations and affect the Fund's income.

Exchange Rate Risk
The Fund may invest in securities of one or more countries and needs to exchange HKD with various foreign exchange currencies. After making foreign exchange profits, it may need to be converted into
HKD again.

Tax Risk
When investing in the markets of various countries or regions, due to the differences in tax laws and regulations of various countries or regions, taxes, including withholding taxes, may be collected from
tax authorities of various countries or regions on dividends, interest, bonuses, capital gains, etc. This behavior may affect the return on assets to some extent. The provisions of the tax laws and regulations
of various countries or regions may change or be amended retroactively, so the Fund may need to pay unforeseen additional taxes to the relevant countries or regions.

Risk of Capital Entry and Exit
The investment matters of the Fund may involve the entry and exit of funds from many countries. As the regulatory restrictions on foreign funds vary from country to country, the Fund may have the risk
of loss of Fund property due to their inability to leave the country or enter and leave the country on time.

Trading and Valuation Risks
The securities trading and valuation risks that may be involved refer to the potential risks in the transaction execution, valuation liquidation and other links. The following risks may exist in the settlement 
process with foreign dealers:
(1)Transaction settlement risks. There is a big difference between the foreign trading system and the domestic trading system. Any mistake in any step such as confirmation, verification, liquidation and 
delivery of the transaction may cause the failure of the transaction and the loss of the Fund.
(2)Valuation risks. Cross-border business involves valuation and accounting problems in multiple markets, varieties and currencies. In the process of Fund accounting and valuation, potential valuation 
problems such as inconsistent data sources, inactive securities trading, and different tax policies in different countries are often encountered.

Compliance Risk
As the laws and regulations of different countries are not exactly the same, the Fund may need to abide by the relevant laws and regulations of many countries when operating, and there may be penalties 
for violating the relevant laws and regulations of one/more countries, resulting in the loss of the Fund's property.
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Disclosures

Investment Risk Disclosure

Operational or Technical Risks
Risks caused by internal control defects or human factors causing operational errors or illegal operating procedures during the operation of various business links, such as ultra vires illegal transactions,
accounting department fraud, transaction errors, IT system failures, related party transactions and other risks. In various trading behaviors or back-office operations of the Fund, the normal trading may be
affected, or the interests of Fund share holders may be affected due to the failure or error of the technical system. This kind of technical risk may come from Fund management team, Fund operation team,
Fund outsourcing service team, fund raising institution, stock exchange, securities registration institution, etc.

Risks faced by the Fund itself
(1)Legal and Default Risk: During the operation of the Fund, risks may be brought to the Fund property due to the violation of national laws and regulations or relevant contracts by relevant parties such
as the Fund management team, the executive affairs team, the outsourcing service team, the securities brokerage institution, etc.
(2)Purchasing Power Risk: The purpose of this Fund is to increase the value of the Fund property. If inflation occurs, the income from investment may be offset by inflation, thus affecting the increase of
the Fund property.
(3)The risk that the Fund management team/Fund execution team cannot promise the Fund interests: The interests of the Fund are affected by many factors, including price fluctuations in the securities
market, investment operation level, changes in national policies, etc. The Fund has the possibility of making profits as well as losses. According to relevant laws and regulations, the Fund management
team/Fund enforcement team does not make any commitment to guarantee the principal and income of Fund investors.
(4)Risk of Fund Termination: If the Fund is terminated as stipulated in this contract, the Fund management team/Fund execution team/will sell all the varieties invested by the Fund property and
terminate the Fund, which may lead to losses to the Fund property.

Operational Risk of Fund Management Team/Fund Operation Team/Outsourcing Service Team
Although the Fund management team/Fund execution team/Fund outsourcing service team believe that they will operate and manage in accordance with the provisions of relevant laws and regulations,
there is no guarantee that they can permanently maintain compliance with relevant laws and regulations of regulatory authorities. If the Fund management team/executive affairs team/outsourcing
service team cannot continue to operate or maintain relevant qualifications due to their own conditions such as license qualification, bankruptcy liquidation, etc. during the existence of the Fund, it may
adversely affect the Fund.

Related Parties Transaction Risks
The Fund can invest in products managed by the Fund Management Team, the Fund Executive Affairs Team or related parties or conduct transactions with the Fund Management Team, the Fund
Executive Affairs Team or their related parties, thus posing related party transaction risks.
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Disclosures

Investment Risk Disclosure

Other Risks
The emergence of force majeure factors such as wars and natural disasters will seriously affect the economic environment for Fund investment and operation, which may lead to the loss of Fund assets.
Risks beyond the direct control of the Fund management team and the Fund execution team, such as financial market crisis, industry competition and agency default, may lead to damage to the interests
of Fund share holders.


